Report of the food kit distribution in the outbreak of COVID 19
Dates of distribution- 9/4/20 & 11/4/20
No. of families

103

No. of villages

3

Beneficiaries

Daily wage earners, widows, sick and aged

Items given

Rice, Pulses, sugar, tea powder, oil, biscuits and snacks

Personnel involved - Sisters from our society, staff, driver, village leaders and
some village representatives
Project No. 321- 068- 1034 ZG
Dear Ms Edith Lindner,
I would like to share with you the great joy our people experienced as we went
with food kits. It was a big surprise for them as we reached out to them,
especially in this situation of pain and loneliness as no one reaches to their
assistance. They have expressed their gratitude to you all. Moreover we are so
happy and grateful to Misereor for agreeing with us in order divert our other
activities and thus to save the situation that our people suffer due to the
pandemic. Though only a few are supported, yet we are satisfied that we could
help some at least. Thank you for your generous mind and all kinds of support.
There are many more deserving and eligible people in our target areas. Locally
the ration they get is very little and again lock down is extended for 3 more weeks
as the situation in Maharashtra is worsening. So the people are in panic how to
maintain their families. In case you have any provision kindly let us know so that
we can reach out to some more affected families in our villages. We are trying our
maximum to contact good hearted donors to reach out to this cause.
Once again on behalf of our people and our sisters and staff I extend our heartfelt
thanks for the great understanding you had in order to divert some amount from
the project to this particular purpose. Thank you. Kindly find the photos. Praying
for god’s blessings
Sr. Jaya

